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No Time Like the Future to Start SavingNo Time Like the Future to Start Saving

The problem
– How to get employees and citizens to save

more
– People delay in initiating savings programs

that they believe are beneficial
Our proposed explanation: Procrastination
comes from false perceptions
– I’ll have more spare money in a year than now
– I’ll have more spare time to study and file

paperwork to save in a few months than now
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Lynch & Zauberman (2006), Lynch & Zauberman (2006), ““When Do You Want It?When Do You Want It?
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Policy and Marketing, 25 (Spring), 67Policy and Marketing, 25 (Spring), 67––78.78.



YesYes

Damn!Damn!

If same offer were made for tomorrow, IIf same offer were made for tomorrow, I’’dd
say nosay no……II’’m too busy.m too busy.



YesYes

Why donWhy don’’t I learn to stop saying yes? (i.e.,t I learn to stop saying yes? (i.e.,
Why donWhy don’’t I learn that It I learn that I’’ll be just as busy inll be just as busy in
a month as I am today?)a month as I am today?)

Do people make the same mistake forDo people make the same mistake for
investments of resources other than theirinvestments of resources other than their
own time own time –– e.g., investments of money? e.g., investments of money?



Resource Slack & DiscountingResource Slack & Discounting
People discount delayed outcomes when:People discount delayed outcomes when:
–– Immediate investment of X would block attaining otherImmediate investment of X would block attaining other

proximate active goals requiring same resource, andproximate active goals requiring same resource, and
–– In future, more In future, more ““slackslack”” and thus less sacrifice of highly and thus less sacrifice of highly

valued goals valued goals –– i.e., there is  i.e., there is ““slack gainslack gain”” in future in future

Slack is perceived surplus of resource X availableSlack is perceived surplus of resource X available
for some focal task (Zauberman & Lynch 2005)for some focal task (Zauberman & Lynch 2005)
Systematic biases in perceptions of slack in shortSystematic biases in perceptions of slack in short
and long run that explain resource differences inand long run that explain resource differences in
discountingdiscounting



Discounting Time vs. MoneyDiscounting Time vs. Money

Time: most people expect to have moreTime: most people expect to have more
time slack in 2 weeks than today, sotime slack in 2 weeks than today, so
discount future time steeplydiscount future time steeply
Money: most (but not all) people expectMoney: most (but not all) people expect
similar money slack in 2 weeks & today,similar money slack in 2 weeks & today,
so do not discount future money steeply.so do not discount future money steeply.



Findings across 7 StudiesFindings across 7 Studies
a.a. Most people expect stronger growth in time availabilityMost people expect stronger growth in time availability

than money availability over 2 weeks or a month, andthan money availability over 2 weeks or a month, and
more more ““hyperbolichyperbolic”” growth growth

–– II’’m especially busy, but any other day is okaym especially busy, but any other day is okay
–– Looking out 2 weeks, Thursday and Friday look equallyLooking out 2 weeks, Thursday and Friday look equally

((un)busyun)busy……But when that Thursday rolls around, I think I haveBut when that Thursday rolls around, I think I have
much less free time today than Imuch less free time today than I’’ll have tomorrow.ll have tomorrow.

b.b. Consequently, most people show stronger (hyperbolic)Consequently, most people show stronger (hyperbolic)
discounting for future time than for future moneydiscounting for future time than for future money

c.c. However, a) not true However, a) not true –– i.e., if people expected more i.e., if people expected more
growth (or less contraction) in money availability thangrowth (or less contraction) in money availability than
time availability over 2 week interval, they discountedtime availability over 2 week interval, they discounted
future money more than future time.future money more than future time.



Application to Financial DecisionsApplication to Financial Decisions

Refinancing: People fail to refinanceRefinancing: People fail to refinance
because, in the short run, it requires a bigbecause, in the short run, it requires a big
time investment.time investment.
Sub-prime lending: the attractiveness ofSub-prime lending: the attractiveness of
loans with low immediate cost.loans with low immediate cost.
Saving for retirement Saving for retirement –– the example used the example used
in our proposed studies.in our proposed studies.



Focusing on Application to SavingFocusing on Application to Saving
for Retirementfor Retirement

People fail to save because, in short run,People fail to save because, in short run,
savings exact a costsavings exact a cost
Slack Theory account:Slack Theory account:
–– Time Slack More in Future (for most people)Time Slack More in Future (for most people)

People think that they donPeople think that they don’’t have time today to initiate at have time today to initiate a
savings program or meet with a financial advisor, but willsavings program or meet with a financial advisor, but will
laterlater

–– Money Slack More in Future (for some people)Money Slack More in Future (for some people)
People feel cash constrained in present, but imagine thatPeople feel cash constrained in present, but imagine that
they will not in future with raisethey will not in future with raise
Thaler & Benartzi 2004, Thaler & Benartzi 2004, aasking people to precommit to savesking people to precommit to save
future raise money for retirement led to increase annualfuture raise money for retirement led to increase annual
savings ratesavings rate



Study 1: No Time to SaveStudy 1: No Time to Save
Important barrier to initiating savings behavior isImportant barrier to initiating savings behavior is
the time required to decide what to do,the time required to decide what to do,
–– fill out the paperwork, travel to a financial plannerfill out the paperwork, travel to a financial planner’’ss

office, etc.office, etc.
People believe that they will have time to initiatePeople believe that they will have time to initiate
savings in the following month, butsavings in the following month, but
When next month comes around, they are justWhen next month comes around, they are just
as busy as they were the previous month.as busy as they were the previous month.
Slack theory implies personal characteristics thatSlack theory implies personal characteristics that
lead to being consistently surprised to be solead to being consistently surprised to be so
busy today busy today –– and hence not to delay savings. and hence not to delay savings.



No Time to SaveNo Time to Save
Zauberman and Lynch (2005) conjectured thatZauberman and Lynch (2005) conjectured that
people who have irregular schedules would bepeople who have irregular schedules would be
less likely to learn from experience.less likely to learn from experience.
–– Despite an empty space on next monthDespite an empty space on next month’’s calendar, news calendar, new

demands will inevitably arise that are as pressing asdemands will inevitably arise that are as pressing as
those faced today.those faced today.

Propose a field study of employees with routinePropose a field study of employees with routine
vs. vs. nonroutine nonroutine jobs (regular hourly vs. salariedjobs (regular hourly vs. salaried
employee with irregular hours/tasks)employee with irregular hours/tasks)
Nonroutine Nonroutine greater propensity to expect that timegreater propensity to expect that time
will be more available next month than today.will be more available next month than today.



Nonroutine Nonroutine vs. Routine Jobsvs. Routine Jobs
In a control condition where peopleIn a control condition where people
receive a quarterly invitation to sign upreceive a quarterly invitation to sign up
this week, this week, nonroutine nonroutine salaried are lesssalaried are less
likely than routine hourly employees tolikely than routine hourly employees to
initiate saving.initiate saving.

–– Control for income and other confounding variablesControl for income and other confounding variables

Nonroutine Nonroutine salaried people donsalaried people don’’t think they cant think they can
spare the time right now but believe theyspare the time right now but believe they’’ll getll get
around to it next quarteraround to it next quarter



How to Make How to Make NonroutineNonroutine
Salaried Workers Catch UpSalaried Workers Catch Up

1.1. Invite people for appointment in 6 weeks rather thanInvite people for appointment in 6 weeks rather than
this week.this week.

Hourly employees less affected by this -- less sense that timeHourly employees less affected by this -- less sense that time
slack will be higher in 6 weeks than this week.slack will be higher in 6 weeks than this week.

2.2. Decrease the time slack fallacy by explaining thatDecrease the time slack fallacy by explaining that
time slack is not likely to increase.time slack is not likely to increase.

Debiasing Debiasing the the ““YesYes……DamnDamn”” effect to solidify the self- insight effect to solidify the self- insight
that time is not more abundant in the future.that time is not more abundant in the future.
Bigger effects on salaried people with irregular schedulesBigger effects on salaried people with irregular schedules
than on hourly workers.than on hourly workers.

3.3. Institute a default savings program at the employer.Institute a default savings program at the employer.
Unsurprising based on past research that this would increaseUnsurprising based on past research that this would increase
savings.savings.
Key is that this would have bigger effect on Key is that this would have bigger effect on nonroutinenonroutine
salaried than for routine hourly workers.salaried than for routine hourly workers.



Study 2: IStudy 2: I’’ll Make Too Much Moneyll Make Too Much Money
Later to Start Saving NowLater to Start Saving Now

People discount money People discount money –– preferring to invest later  preferring to invest later ––
when they perceive more opportunity costs of $ nowwhen they perceive more opportunity costs of $ now
than in future (Zauberman & Lynch).than in future (Zauberman & Lynch).
–– Most people perceive money slack to be relatively stable overMost people perceive money slack to be relatively stable over

short periods of time. If so, they would not have a big reason toshort periods of time. If so, they would not have a big reason to
delay in saving.delay in saving.

However, some people have atypical perceptions,However, some people have atypical perceptions,
expecting to be better off in the near future.expecting to be better off in the near future.
We predict that, holding constant period t earnings andWe predict that, holding constant period t earnings and
expenses, those who expect to be better off financially atexpenses, those who expect to be better off financially at
t+1 than a t will, paradoxically, save less than those whot+1 than a t will, paradoxically, save less than those who
expect to be no better off in t+1 than  t.expect to be no better off in t+1 than  t.



Income Growth and SavingIncome Growth and Saving
Arguably, those anticipating higher income growthArguably, those anticipating higher income growth
should be more likely to start saving, because they willshould be more likely to start saving, because they will
have more reserves to draw on down the road.have more reserves to draw on down the road.
But they may delay saving until next year when theyBut they may delay saving until next year when they
anticipate that they will feel they can spare the $ easily.anticipate that they will feel they can spare the $ easily.
This is an This is an ““errorerror”” if people with steady but high income if people with steady but high income
growth mispredict that they will save more next year, notgrowth mispredict that they will save more next year, not
realizing that next year things will look very much likerealizing that next year things will look very much like
today because people adapt to increases in income.today because people adapt to increases in income.
We propose to overcome by providing decision aids thatWe propose to overcome by providing decision aids that
would allow people to understand that things will would allow people to understand that things will notnot look look
different next year, leading them to see no reason todifferent next year, leading them to see no reason to
delay in saving.delay in saving.



Slack Decision Aids PredictionsSlack Decision Aids Predictions
With no tool, those expecting higher income growth inWith no tool, those expecting higher income growth in
t+1 will save less in year t+1 will save less in year tt than those expecting less than those expecting less
income growth.income growth.
–– Those expecting more growth may commit more to save nextThose expecting more growth may commit more to save next

year (as in Thaler and year (as in Thaler and BenartziBenartzi’’s s Save More Tomorrow) thanSave More Tomorrow) than
those anticipating less growth.those anticipating less growth.

Give both high growth and low growth people a decisionGive both high growth and low growth people a decision
aid comparing growth in money slack (income aid comparing growth in money slack (income ––
expense) -- from t-2 to t-1, then from t-1 to t.expense) -- from t-2 to t-1, then from t-1 to t.
If slack growth same over both periods If slack growth same over both periods –– because because
expenses rise with income -- this will expenses rise with income -- this will debias debias hi incomehi income
growth people.growth people.
–– High income growth people will save more in year t, behavingHigh income growth people will save more in year t, behaving

more like low income growth people who see no reason to delay.more like low income growth people who see no reason to delay.



Conclusions:Conclusions:

((Mis)perceptions Mis)perceptions of changes in opportunityof changes in opportunity
costs make people procrastinate incosts make people procrastinate in
savingssavings
Slack Theory can help us understand andSlack Theory can help us understand and
influence saving. Two barriers to initiateinfluence saving. Two barriers to initiate
current savings:current savings:
–– Biased time Slack perceptionBiased time Slack perception……No time toNo time to

start saving nowstart saving now
–– Biased money Slack perceptionBiased money Slack perception……II’’ll make tooll make too

much more in the future to start saving nowmuch more in the future to start saving now



Our Contact InformationOur Contact Information

gal@wharton.upenn.edugal@wharton.upenn.edu
john.lynch@duke.edujohn.lynch@duke.edu

We would welcome collaboration withWe would welcome collaboration with
partner companies with interests inpartner companies with interests in
retirement savings, home refinancing,retirement savings, home refinancing,
etc...where misperceptions of more futureetc...where misperceptions of more future
spare time or money stand in the way ofspare time or money stand in the way of
consumer self-interestconsumer self-interest
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